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Most of us are familiar with the scenerio used in some elementary mathematics 
books to describe the origins of counting. In order to keep track of his animals, a
primeval herder assembles a pile of pebbles, one stone for each animal under his 
care. When in doubt as to the size of the herd, the keeper employs a 1 : 1 corre- 
spondence with the animals and his collection of pebbles; thus, the 1 : 1 correspon- 
dence is established as the basis for counting. Later, this same herder, or possibly 
his descendant, may rely on the use of tally marks cut into a piece of bone or wood 
for the same purpose. Eventually groups of such tally marks are abbreviated by 
code symbols, and numerals are born--graphic symbols to represent number 
concepts. The story is simple, appeals to intuition, and is supported by some 
historical evidence. But perhaps this story is too simple. There are many missing 
links, questions left unanswered, about the development of counting and the 
evolution of numerals. "How long were concrete counters such as pebbles 
used? . . . .  Were they employed in a more systematic manner? . . . .  Did the use of 
concrete counters evolve into more sophisticated mathematical recording tech- 
niques? . . . .  If so, when and where?" In From Counting to Cuneiform, Denise 
Schmandt-Besserat, an art historian, and professor of Middle Eastern Studies at 
the University of Texas at Austin, attempts to answer such questions and, in the 
process, develops a fascinating theory that a system of concrete counting fore- 
shadowed the rise of abstract counting and, eventually, resulted in the develop- 
ment of writing. 
In 1969, Schmandt-Besserat eceived funding to study the prehistoric use of 
clay in the Near East. She travelled to various archaeological collections examin- 
ing clay objects produced in the period 8000 to 6000 B.c. A variety of prepottery 
objects were in evidence; however, a particular, unexpected artifact appeared in 
abundance. It was a small, manufactured, geometric-shaped object, a "token." 
The geographical origins of these tokens varied widely: Iraq, Iran, Syria, Turkey, 
and Israel. Their omnipresence and abundance indicated ausefulness and impor- 
tance, but what was their purpose? The recognition of such objects was not new; 
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they were first documented in 1905 by Jacques de Morgan and have been exca- 
vated from digs in the Middle East ever since. However, their significance re- 
mained a mystery. Were they ritual objects, perhaps children's toys or gaming 
pieces, or did they serve a higher function? In the two decades ince her initial 
discovery, Denise Schmandt-Besserat has researched the origins of these tokens 
in great depth: she has visited numerous archaeological sites and examined over 
8000 tokens, 200 clay envelopes, and 240 impressed tablets associated with the 
tokens. Her findings as to the purpose and effect of these tokens are discussed and 
documented inBefore Writing. Vol I. From Counting to Cuneiform (further docu- 
mentation is given in Vol. H. A Catalog of Near Eastern Tokens) [Schmandt- 
Besserat 1992]. They supply some missing links in the story of our ancestors' 
ability to count and communicate numerical information. 
Schmandt-Besserat proposes that these tokens were used as concrete counting 
devices, whose appearance coincided with the emergence of agriculture in the 
Middle East in about 8000 B.C. Their varied shapes-discs, cones, spheres, etc., 
and sizes (16 categories in total) distinguish them from the simple counting peb- 
bles of our fictitious shepherd. Each token type, through its shape and size, 
designated a specific object such as ajar of oil, a female lamb, a billet of metal, or a 
bolt of cloth. Thus, the tokens were used for concrete counting entailing both 
cardinality and object specificity; for example, ovoids were used to count jars of 
oil and spheres to count measures of grain. The use of these tokens fused together 
the concept of number with that of the object in question. Such concrete counting 
is evident in many traditional cultures: the Tsimshian of British Columbia were 
known to employ seven distinct numeration systems [Boas 1889] and the quipus of 
the ancient Inca adopted colors to count different things [Ascher and Ascher 
1984]. Gradually, this token system evolved. With the rise of urbanization and the 
establishment of a distributive conomy in the Middle East in about 3500 B.C., 
token design and usage became more complex; they were inscribed and some 
were pierced allowing them to be placed on strings. Token usage, at this time, 
appears firmly associated with the Mesopotamian bureaucracy, particularly in the 
keeping of temple accounts. From about 3700 B.C. onward, groups of tokens 
representing specific transactions were enclosed in clay envelopes and stored in 
archives. Eventually, such envelopes bore impressed images of their contents. 
The appearance of these image-bearing envelopes marks an advance in numerical 
communication from the use of a correspondence d pendent on object manipula- 
tion to the use of one based on sign or symbol recognition. Impressed envelopes 
were replaced by impressed tablets, diminishing the importance of actual tokens 
in the processes of numerical communication. Finally, in this sequence, the image 
obtained by token imprinting was duplicated by a stylus-derived pictogram; token 
usage had given rise to writing! Afterward the symbols for numbers and the 
objects under discussion diverged; abstract counting came into being. 
Denise Schmandt-Besserat's theories are profound and concern several areas of 
human involvement including numerical conceptualization a d communication; 
data storage, encoding, and manipulation; and the relationships of economic and 
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societal development to mathematical ctivity. Mathematics is an interwoven 
theme in the emerging synthesis. Before Writing primarily concerns tokens, their 
description and archaeological documentation, aswell as their interpretation. The 
first four chapters of Vol. I. From Counting to Cuneiform are devoted to a descrip- 
tion and physical analysis of token collections; chapters five and six, to their 
envelopes and impressed tables. It is in the latter part of the book, chapters even 
through nine, that the conceptual use and evolution of tokens in relation to eco- 
nomic, social, and political pressures is discussed. There, too, the theory of 
writing and abstract counting emergent from token use is more fully developed. 
After answering so many pressing research questions, Professor Schmandt-Bes- 
serat still leaves the reader with tantalizing unanswered questions: "Is literacy 
universally tied to numeracy? . . . .  Is numeracy a prerequisite for literacy?" 
This study is truly absorbing. Schmandt-Besserat's re earch is thorough, her 
theories are convincingly articulated and firmly documented. Each chapter is 
supplemented by an extensive set of notes found at the rear of the volume. A 
complete separate bibliography of references i lacking, however, and would be a 
welcome addition to the book. From Counting to Cuneiform is well crafted and 
attractively designed. All photographs and illustrations are of high quality. This 
volume could easily grace any coffee table; however, its appearance should not 
detract from its scholarly and intellectual merit. Before Writing is a testimony to a 
tireless research effort lasting over 20 years and from which some revolutionary 
theories emerge. These theories reflect on the history of mathematics and cer- 
tainly this work is of interest o historians of mathematics as well as to archaeolo- 
gists and sociologists. Before Writing. Vol. I. From Counting to Cuneiform is 
highly recommended for personal reading and professional reference and for gen- 
eral library acquisition. 
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